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Head-mounted displays (HMDs) came from the future-devices to envelop our 
eyes and ears and cloister us from the real world whi le immersing us in 
computer-generated fantasies limited only by our ability to algorithmically create 
them. 

Looking back 40 years co Ivan Sutherland's (1963) "Sketchpad," it is easy to 
see that HMDs quickly progressed from science fiction to delivering grounded 
results. Systems are now used to visualize the placement of instruments in auto
mobile interiors, to decide where to sil'lk the next oil well, and to train personnel 
in virtua 1 scenarios too dangerous for actual practice. 

It is sometimes difficult, however, to separate the promise of these devices 
from the reality of their performance-especially when considering training 
applications that must accurately represent specific and well-defined environ
ments. What makes this particularly vexing is that, while technical specifications 
can easily be compiled, it is difficult to understand the usefulness of these speci
fkatir,ms with respect to a tTaining system's effectiveness. Some specifications 
just do not matter. while others create artifacts chat, while hard co predict. can 
make or break a system. 

This chapter attempts to increase the decision maker's understandil1g by inter-
preting the user's experience of HMD technologies. 1t gives an overview of the 
physical, cognicive, and perceptual ramifications of commo11 HMO choices and 
dcs(;ribi:s <:urrent rlc.cdgn and tCChllOfogy c�1,11111.Jlt:s. Rei.tdc:r:. ,i,ccrt::st<:d ,it n1orc

detailed information are encouraged to look at Het,d Mounted Displays: Design

ingjbr the User by James E. Melzer and Kirk Muffin ( J 997). 

\VflY CHOOSE AN HJ\'ffi?

v\lhen creating display systems for immersive training application�, ii is nsefu\ 
to think of an HMD as mapping pixels from its microdi.splays out into a hypo
thetical three-dimensional virtual environment. For example, if the goal is to tram 
a user how to fix an e1111,i11e, then the pixels would best be placed in a manner 
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